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A revolution does not happen when society adopts new 
tools. It happens when society adopts new behaviours 

Clay shirky   

Technology People Companies



Innovate at the speed of Technology Change

Machine

Platform

Crowd
Innovate at the speed of Behaviour Change
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Machine



October 2015 - alpha Go vs Fan Hui                5 - 0 
March 2016 - alpha go vs Lee Sedol               4 - 1 
mAY 2017 - ALPHA GO MASTER VS KE JIE            3 - 0



23-27 May 2017 - Ke Jie versus AlphaGo Master
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October 2017 - Alpha Go Zero - ML without using data from human games
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In 2013, Google’s parent company, Alphabet, purchased the British company DeepMind for 
more than 600 million dollars. This is a start-up specialized in artificial intelligence. The neural 
network of DeepMind can play video games like Pong, Breakout and Space Invaders just like 
people do. It is also able to imitate the short-term memory of the human brain. 

1 AI FIRST:  
LEARNING FROM THE COMPUTER

Immediately after the purchase, Alphabet 
rolled out the technology in its many data 
centers. The aim was to use these 
self-learning computer systems to signifi-
cantly reduce the enormous energy bill. By 
monitoring some 120 variables in real time, 
DeepMind experiments with various set-
tings until optimal configuration in terms of 
energy consumption is achieved. 
Ultimately, energy consumption was 
reduced by 15 percent. Knowing that in 
2014 Google consumed 4,4,402,836 MWh, 

equal to the energy consumption of 
350,000 US households, this leads to huge 
cost savings and will automatically pay 
back the acquisition of DeepMind.

Perhaps DeepMind is better known 
through its computer program AlphaGo, 
which in May 2017 defeated the 19-year-
old Chinese Ke Jie, the world’s best Go 
player, 3-0. Earlier on, AlphaGo had 
 defeated several top global players in the 
3000-year-old board game, but with 

Learning from 100.000 
available online plays

Playing 13 mln games 
against itself

Defeating the world 
champion

Applying the algorithm 
in new areas

Health

Trial Error

Mimic The ‘Go God’
General
Purpose

Deep
Reinforcement

Learning

Personal
assistants

Robots

The learning path of AlpaGo. By studying one hundred thousand old game strategies and 
playing millions of games against itself, AlphaGo was able to defeat the human world 
champion. It is now explored how this artificial intelligence can be used in other areas.

Towards machines that discover  
and an internet that learns
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Platform





TWO SIDED (PLATFORM) MARKETS



Platforms beat product pipelines 

World’s largest taxi company owns no taxis (Uber) 

Largest accommodation provider owns no real estate (Airbnb) 

Largest phone companies own no telco infra (Skype, WeChat) 

World’s most valuable retailer has no inventory (Alibaba) 

Most popular media owner creates no content (Facebook) 

World’s largest movie house owns no cinemas (Netflix)
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Crowd



GE Example



“if you are not confused, you are not paying attention” 
Tom peters 



mind Machine

Product Platform

core Crowd

processes

offerings

organisation



Digital Mobile AI



AI First - human second?

Source: briankaas.com

http://briankaas.com
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In pursuit of digital happiness



mind Machine

Product Platform

core Crowd
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Technologically 
Possible

Financially 
Feasable

Socially 
desirable
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!27professor Leroy Cronin - Chemical Google



Digital Happiness





the gradual and incremental  
fulfilment of hope



H=Hope  
D=desire  
b=beliefs



Sigmund Freud William James Martin Seligman

Moments Absence of negative sensations
Pleasant 

Good 
Meaningful 



Digital Happiness

The degree to which a person views digital technology as  
contributing positively to the experience of positive emotions,  

getting into a state of FLow, or having the feeling to live a  
meaningful life.  
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Digital is different



Why digital is different
Coupling & Decoupling 

Bundle & unbundle 
Copy & Paste 

Glue & Unglue

Location & presence 
Produce & consume 
Reality & virtuality 
Physical & virtual 
Ownership & usage 

Intelligence & consiousness 
Together & alone 

Knowledge & Understanding

Why digital is different





TOGETHERALONE



Facts
alternative 

facts



ProducerConsumer



ConsciousnessIntelligence



SYSTEM 1 
FAST 

AUTOMATIC 
INTUITIVE 
PRIMARY 

RAPID 
BLIND 

ERROR PRONE 
“WYSIATI”

SYSTEM 2 
SLOW 

CONSIDERED 
EFFORTFUL 
FOCUSED 
CONCIOUS 

COMPLEX DECISIONS 
RELIABLE 

LAZY

we desperately need all the cognitive help  
we can get to improve our decision making
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guARDIANS OF DIGITAL HAPPINESS
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ENVISION

quantifyDESIGN

INSTALL







Rafael Calvo



Psychology made happiness and well-being into a research item by mid 20th century; the resulting specialization is called positive psychology. Economics followed in the early 2000’s with happiness economics and computer science is now following with positive computing or positive 
technology in the last decade.



Compassion
Empathy

Meaning

Autonomy

Flow

Competence

Fun

DATA



Time Well Spent

Tristan Harris

Addiction design
Autoplays the next video within seconds, even if it 

eats into our sleep 

Turns conversations into streaks, redefining how 
children measure friendship 

Segregates us into echo chambers, fragmenting 
our communities





The goal of AI research should be to create  
not undirected intelligence,  
but beneficial intelligence

The 23 Asilomar principles of Artificial Intelligence
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Hacking trust



Who do you trust?









INSTITUTIONS  BRANDS

Centralized Trust

Centralized ownership

Centralized regulation

Decentralized Trust

Centralized ownership

Centralized regulation 

Distributed Trust

Distributed ownership

Distributed regulation

PEOPLE & PLATFORMS IDENTITIES & TOKENS

MELTDOWN  
OF OLD SYSTEM

RISE OF  
PLATFORM TRUST

AMBITION FOR 
DISTRIBUTED TRUST

W
or

d-
of

-M
ou

th

Netw
ork Effects

Slow Trust Fast Trust ? Trust

Trust is a brand Trust is a rating Trust is a protocol



the guardian of 
happiness



All organizations can be disrupted by a  
more trusted version of itself



How do you test happiness ? 

How do you test (beneficial) design ? 

How do you test trust ?


